
Alumni Testimonial



Our Mission 

Catholic Education Arizona partners with an independent, third 
party to provide an in-depth financial needs analysis of its
applicants.  For more than 20 years, Financial Aid Independent
Review (FAIR) has worked with institutions throughout the nation to
calculate tuition scholarships for families.  Need is defined in a
variety of ways, and not always based on income alone. 

CEA and FAIR provide ample opportunity for a family to share
circumstances not notable in the application, to help provide a 
more thorough understanding of the family’s ability or inability to
help support their tuition obligation.

We provide scholarships to 
underserved children to change lives, 
serve society, and transform culture.

CEA is the first STO to notify
schools and families of their
annual scholarship awards,
providing peace of mind and the
ability to acquire additional
sources of funding if necessary. 
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Alumni Story 

Attending Catholic school taught me that there is so much 
more to an educational experience than the grades that 
appear on your transcript. I received a quality, rigorous 
education while learning the most important lessons to life 
such as: compassionate service, ethical conduct, and working 
towards a greater world.

- Meghan Pipitone
Graduated from Our Lady of Perpetual Help (Class of 2014), 

Notre Dame Preparatory (Class of 2018)

“

Meghan received the opportunity to attend the University of San Diego on a merit
scholarship. She has received her BS in Electrical Engineering with a minor in
Physics. She has been named an Industry Scholar through the University of San
Diego and have achieved the School of Engineering’s First Honors Dean’s list each
semester thus far. Her post-graduate plans include working on sustainability within
the engineering field and starting a career working with renewable energy.

Meghan Pipitone (Center)
Graduated from Our Lady of Perpetual 
Help (Class of 2014), Notre Dame 
Preparatory (Class of 2018), and 
University of San Diego (Class of 2022).

Her older sister is a Xavier College 
Preparatory and Creighton University 
alumna (Right). Her younger sister is 
currently a freshman Notre Dame 
Preparatory (Left).



Scholarships 

52% Hispanic

21.8% Caucasian

7.6% Other

7.2% Multi-Racial

6.1% American Indian/Native Alaskan
2.7% Asian

2.3% African American

0.3% Native/Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

5,673

$2,277 $4,327

$24.6 mil.
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To learn more visit www.ceaz.org, call Jill Gossett
at 602-218-6542 or email jgossett@ceaz.org

Catholic Education Arizona is an IRS 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization and has never accepted gifts 
designated for individuals. Per state law, a school tuition organization cannot award, restrict or reserve 

scholarships solely on the basis of donor recommendation. A taxpayer may not claim a tax credit if the taxpayer 
agrees to swap donations with another taxpayer to benefit either taxpayer’s own dependent.


